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Image 2 . 0 : integrated
Modeling
o f Global
Climate Change. Joseph Alcamo, Ed. 1 994. 328 pp.
$ 1 2 8 . 0 0 . Hardbound. Kluwer Academic Publishers.
ISBN 0-7923-2860-4.

Two drovers, commuting home after delivering
cattle to Abilene in 1868, camp on the open prairie.
They do not worry that the tracks they make, their
campfire, or eating a few rabbits for dinner may have
a lasting effect on the prairie. The prairie seems vast,
they are only two, and they will not return this way
for at least a year. They use whatever resources they
find along the trail freely with no thought for the future. Most people are aware that these "cowboy economics" are no longer sustainable for humanity.
Nearly six billion humans populate the land, and our
resource demand per capita is much greater than that
of a nineteenth century cowboy and his horse. The
behaviors of individuals, when multiplied by the
population of a society, have complicated and created
far-reaching effects on the planet
Human activities have grown in scale to the point
where they are affecting the global balances that sustain earth as an ecosystem. One symptom of this fact
is concern that human activities may force changes
in the global climate with a pace and magnitude that
could be quite stressful for humanity and other forms
of life on earth. In choosing how to deal with this problem, we must assess how specific actions of humans
will affect the climate and then perform a cost-benefit analysis to determine whether we should sacrifice
current economic gain to preserve environmental values in the future. The cost-benefit analysis is difficult because of conflicting ideas about how to value
long-term environmental preservation against nearterm economic development. Assessing the interaction between climate forcing and response is itself a
difficult task, because of the complexity of the system. It is hoped that computer modeling offers a
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method for anticipating how particular human actions
will affect the climate and ecology of earth.
IMAGE 2.0: Integrated Modeling of Global Climate Change is a collection of nine papers describing a model under development by the project on modeling global climate change of the National Institute
of Public Health and Environmental Protection, the
Netherlands. The goal of this model is to calculate the
response of the global climate system over time to
inputs of economic, technological, and demographic
data plus control policies that may be applied within
the model to test their effect on the climate system.
The model is much broader in scope than a typical
calculation with a global climate model, in that it predicts the coevolution of atmospheric composition and
climate and includes the interaction between them
involving the terrestrial and marine biosphere. The
effects of evolving land-use policies and agriculture
are also incorporated. The model consists of three
main subsystems: an energy-industry system, a terrestrial-environment system, and an ocean-atmosphere system. The energy-industry system predicts
the release rates of greenhouse gases. The terrestrialenvironment system and the ocean-atmosphere system both participate in determining the atmospheric
composition as a function of time as it responds to industrial and agricultural practices. The terrestrial-environment system has a realistic geography, but the
chemical model is a globally averaged box model. The
atmosphere and ocean models are zonally averaged.
The papers reprinted in the book begin with an
overview article including some results, which is followed by chapters describing the various input scenarios regarding energy and land use, the greenhouse
gas emission model, the terrestrial carbon flux model,
the model for calculating greenhouse gas emissions
from land use, the atmospheric composition model,
and the atmosphere-ocean model for assessment of
climate change. Each chapter includes a description
of the model component and results from a set of
simulations.
The book describes a very ambitious project aimed
at developing a broadly integrated model for predict57 9
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ing future climate changes in response to particular
energy and land use scenarios. Because the model is
so broad, the individual components are somewhat
simplified compared to what would be the state of the
art for stand-alone models of the same subsystem
components. The elements of these models are mostly
drawn from the literature. The novelty is in the way
that all of these diverse elements have been brought
together to address what is clearly a very complex
problem. The book documents a significant effort to
develop a model of unprecedented comprehensiveness, and as such it is a valuable contribution to a library. Others who wish to follow this path, or merely
to gain an appreciation of the problem, will find the
book useful. It is nicely formatted and contains a large
number of tables, figures, and references.—Dennis L.
Hartmann.
Dennis L. Hartmann is a professor of atmospheric
sciences at the University of Washington in Seattle.
International Bibliography of Meteorology:
From the Beginning of Printing to 1889. James
R. Fleming and Roy E. Goodman, Eds. 1994. 703 pp.
$ 1 9 9 . 0 0 . Hardbound. Diane Publishing. I S B N 0941375-040-4.

A distinguishing feature of Western culture in the
nineteenth century was its intense curiosity about the
natural world. Coupled with this was the optimism that
information and artifacts could be encompassed, cataloged, and in a sense possessed. The groundbreaking
scientific discoveries of the era and the fact that the
amount of published information still appeared somewhat manageable probably fueled this enthusiasm.
Numerous projects were undertaken to store and organize the growing fund of acquired knowledge, ranging from butterflies to comets. In consequence, many
of today's great museums, libraries, and private collections had their origins in that era. Before 1800,
Thomas Jefferson's love of books led to the active acquisition of a personal library (Cunningham 1987). By
1814, his catalog described 6500 books that he
claimed contained "what is chiefly of value in science
and literature generally." Sold to the U.S. government,
these books served as the foundation for a new Library
of Congress, replacing the library that had burned in
the War of 1812.
Faithful to this nineteenth century tradition, the
International Bibliography ofMeteorology: From the
570

Beginning of Printing to 1889 was originally an attempt to catalog all published writings in the field of
meteorological research. It was first published between 1889 and 1891 by the U.S. Army Signal Office, which encompassed the Weather Service in its
early days, reporting on the weather via telegraphy.
As chief scientist of the Weather Service, Cleveland
Abbe began collecting meteorological citations from
the Royal Society Catalog of Scientific Publications
in 1872. By 1881, Abbe had convinced the Signal
Office to undertake a compilation of descriptions of
all published work in the field. The office purchased
Abbe's catalog and that of G. J. Symons, British meteorologist and bibliographer.
During this period and up until publication, significant chunks were added to the catalog by various
European representatives as well as by Americans.
The catalog eventually described 60 000 titles. Due
to assorted political and budgetary constraints, not to
mention the usual lack of enthusiasm for such projects
in some quarters, what was eventually published of
the catalog amounted to 16 000 entries. Descriptions
of material that appeared most useful to practicing
meteorologists were chosen for publication. The four
separate volumes that eventually appeared were entitled Temperature, Moisture, Winds, and Storms. All
types of publications were listed, whether journal articles, monographs, or printed work in other forms.
Two-thirds of the items are in languages other than
English, and articles as early as 1590 are included.
A subject that is difficult to address when describing guides to the literature is inclusiveness. In the case
of this bibliography, as mentioned above, it represents
approximately a quarter of the original catalog from
which it was taken. The original catalog has not been
found, so this book accounts for the only citations
from it that are known to exist. Upon publication of
the original Winds volume of the Bibliography of
Meteorology, A. W. Greeley, then the chief Signal
officer, citing budget constraints on the project, stated,
"Subdivisions of general treatises, instruments, and
observations are not included, although these subdivisions contain much valuable matter relating to the
subjects under consideration." To find a particular
historic citation or do a thorough survey of a given
subject, a number of bibliographic sources might, as
in most research endeavors, be necessary.
Two aptly qualified researchers (Goodman is educated and actively involved in the fields of library
science, history, and the history of science; Fleming
has a doctorate in the history of science and wrote the
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well received book Meteorology in America, 18001870) have performed a valuable service in reissuing
this work, because the original in four separate volumes, an essential component of the entire bibliographic opus in atmospheric science, is flimsy, unwieldy, and rare. The new edition is in a handsome
volume of manageable size that is extremely legible.
Its publisher, the Diane Press, currently has more than
2000 books in a variety of fields in publication. While
other catalogs of the early literature of our field have
been created over the years, notably in Great Britain
and Germany, this American effort to pull together
descriptions of the meteorological literature from all
nations was the most intensive and ambitious ever
undertaken.
The principal catalogs published in America that
concentrate on meteorological research are this bibliography for the years up to 1889, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Catalog of the
Atmospheric Sciences Collection: Acquisitions 1890August 1971, and the Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Abstracts (MGA), begun in 1950 by the
American Meteorological Society and extending
through the present time. Even today a search for early
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articles on meteorology leads to one of the sources in
book form mentioned above. To locate more recent
publications, one can, of course, turn to the commercial on-line (for 1972 to the present) or compact disk
(covering July 1974 to the present) versions of MGA.
The American Meteorological Society made the latter available via subscription on the Internet in February 1996. Fortunately, the exponential increase in
information has been accompanied by the development of electronic tools to organize and make it accessible to people everywhere. Currently, however,
we know of no plans to make meteorological catalogs
prior to 1972 computer searchable.
Because titles in this bibliography of meteorology
are arranged chronologically within subject areas, one
can trace the historic development of specific strands
of our science through its pages. (Author indexes following each of the four major segments are the principle access points otherwise.) To illustrate its arrangement: the Moisture segment of the book is further divided into topics such as "Height of Clouds,"
"Evaporation," or "Dew Point." By perusing its chronologically arranged subject section, here is what one
can discover about the development of tornado research: the earliest titles in the 1700s (including a few
by Benjamin Franklin) refer to waterspouts and columnar clouds; gradually a few papers appear making a connection between tornadoes and lightning (a
rather important practical issue since some insurance
policies were sold specifically to protect for damage
related to electrical phenomena); around the mid1800s, more titles appear making the explicit connection between swirling air motion, lowered pressure,
and columnar cloud; by the 1860s and continuing until
1889, titles appear on how to predict the tornado and
how to avoid it. Amid the scholarly history there is
some comic relief, when a citation like this title by B.
Parker in 1735 appears: "Philosophical Mediations
with Divine Inferences Interspersed with Many Useful Curiosities and a Postscript of the Nature of Waterspouts."
The number of entries and topics makes it impossible for any one individual to comment on whether
representative material for all the important researchers within each subject included are covered. In the
areas with which we are familiar, we find that the
important names are included. For example, in the
section on the general circulation one finds citations
to Halley, Hadley, Laplace, Dove, Redfield, Ferrel,
Fiztroy, Hann, Teisserenc de Bort, and Helmholtz.
One should be aware that, with respect to modern
Vol. 77, No. 3, March 7 9 9 6
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dynamical meteorology, most of the fundamental papers had not yet been written. Absent are the foundational works of Bjerknes, Helmholtz, Kelvin,
Poincare, and Rayleigh, which were done in the last
quarter of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries. The absence of their language of vorticity, instabilities, and waves in itself gives on a certain unique perspective on the field.
The information in this book not only fleshes out
the historic picture of many subjects within atmospheric science but locates and thus preserves descriptions of historic weather events. As a foremost component of the complete catalog of meteorological literature, this volume's presence will be useful wherever reference to meteorology's research origins is
sought. Atmospheric scientists and others interested
in the development of scientific thought will appreciate the ease with which they can trace it here. Libraries will welcome its convenient and handsome onevolume format.—GayIH. Gray and Richard Rotunno.
Gay IH. Gray is a librarian for the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), and Richard
Rotunno is an atmospheric scientist with NCAR.
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The Giant Planet Jupiter. John H Rogers. 1 995
4 1 8 pp. $50.00. Hardbound. Cambridge University
Press. ISBN 0-521-41008-8.

"As this book was being written, in 19901993, the British Astronomical Association
(BAA) was celebrating 100 years of systematic
visual observations of the planets, and the
Galileo spacecraft was wending its way to Jupiter. So this was an opportune time to
summarise our knowledge of the planet to date."
Thus, John H. Rogers, director of the Jupiter Section of the BAA, describes the motivation and timing
for this remarkable volume that is really three books
in one. It combines a scholarly account of Jupiter science with a magnificently illustrated guide for observers, and with an ambitious effort to connect the long
record of ground-based observations with modern
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

spacecraft observations and theory. Galileo Galilei
first observed Jupiter in 1610, but the banded appearance of the planet was first seen two decades later.
Systematic observations of the planet began with
Cassini in 1672, but there were large gaps until 1831
when Samuel H. Schwabe began a long series of observations that were eventually carried on by many
observers. Amateur astronomers of the BAA have
made notable contributions to this systematic record
over the past century. Rogers's BAA predecessor
Bertrand Peek published a widely used book-length
account of the record of telescopic observations of
Jupiter in 1958, so Rogers is following in a fine tradition.
This book begins with two chapters on the history
of ground-based and spacecraft observations including a fine description of the Pioneer, Voyager, and
Galileo missions. The next two chapters describe the
observational setting. The planet displays a series of
alternating belts and zones, usually, but not always,
distinguished because the zones are brighter and less
strongly colored than the belts. Belts and zones are
separated by alternating prograde and retrograde jet
streams, best defined by the Voyager I and II highresolution cloud drift measurements. Zones lie on the
anticyclonic and belts on the cyclonic sides of these
jets. But what is responsible for the cloud variations,
and what motions at what levels of the atmosphere do
cloud drifts define? Unfortunately, our understanding
of these central issues is still vague. The drifts generally correspond to the upper ammonia cloud deck,
inferred to lie below the tropopause at about 0.4 bars.
Cloud coloration ranges from white to red and ochre
to brown and gray. While the coldest emission temperatures, such as those within the Great Red Spot,
correspond to white or reddish colors, and areas of
brown and gray clouds show significantly higher
emission temperatures due to transmission through the
upper cloud deck from warmer regions below, all regions appear to have at least a thin covering of the
higher cloud deck. Thus, observations of brightness
or color changes are not connected unambiguously to
condensation/evaporation phenomena as in Earth's
atmosphere or to any other simple physical interpretation. Nevertheless, the ground-based record is of
great value. The Pioneer and Voyager observations
provide instantaneous high-resolution snapshots of a
highly turbulent fluid system that varies on timescales
ranging from hours, or even minutes, to at least a century. Important clues to the character of that system
and its driving factors are contained in the time di57 9
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mension that only the ground-based observational
record can provide.
The main body of the book is devoted to detailed
accounts of the features seen by ground-based observers, connected, where appropriate, to Voyager and
Pioneer observations. Separate chapters focus on
zonal bands: the equatorial zone, north and south
tropical regions, north and south temperate regions,
and the polar regions. The message that emerges is
the remarkable variability of the visible features, including the gross appearance of the belts and zones
themselves. Both the north and south tropical regions
undergo shifts from bright and relatively quiescent
over several apparitions (closest approaches of Earth
to Jupiter), with prominent 3-year periodicities in the
south and periodicities of 3 and 8-12 years in the
north. Over the past 80 years, the north side of the
equatorial zone has been marked with bright erupting plumes separated by dark intrusions from the
northern tropics, while the south side has been relatively quiescent. But the reverse of this pattern prevailed in the nineteenth century. Other long-term
changes are equally dramatic. Disturbed conditions
are identified with a proliferation of markings and
with rapid color and brightness variations. Are highly
disturbed conditions connected globally? On a planet
the size of Jupiter with powerful jet streams separating zonal regions like fences, this might seem unlikely,
but the author shows that years with disturbance outbreaks are fairly well correlated from the equatorial
zone out to at least the prograde jet streams near 25°N
and 25°S. This may be telling us something fundamental about the deeper dynamics of the planet.
Readers hoping to find a long record of precise
zonal wind speeds will be disappointed. Because the
features whose drifts can be tracked from Earth are
large and most often lie in the belts or zones between
the jet cores, features in only a few of the jets have
been consistently tracked over time, and the extent to
which these indicate true peak jet speeds is unclear.
While drift speeds in two prograde jets near 7°N and
7°S have been stable or systematically varying in time
and coincide fairly well with coincident Voyager measurements, drift speeds in other currents do not coincide so well. For example, features on the prograde
jet near 25°N, presently the fastest observed jet, have
drifted with speeds comparable to those found in the
Voyager observations since 1970, but earlier observations showed much slower speeds. It is unclear
whether the jet was weaker or whether the observed
features were farther from the core of this sharp jet
574

before 1970. Many of the features visible to groundbased observers drift at rates of only a few meters per
second with respect to System III (the magnetic field
rotation speed taken to be the reference rotation for
the bulk of the planet). Rogers believes that the speeds
of these "slow currents" are indicative of deep underlying motions. It is likely, however, that many correspond to the mean zonal velocities in regions of minimal vorticity gradient, since stable vortices can readily
form and perish in such regions. If so, changes in their
speeds may be indicative of subtle shifts in the wind
profiles and associated vorticity distributions. What
does seem clear is that the latitudes of the belt-zone
edges are quite stable over time, so that latitudes of
the corresponding jets have probably been very stable
as well.
Jupiter is not just a planet, but a planetary system
complete with an enormous magnetic field, 16 known
satellites, and a faint ring. These are treated in wellillustrated concluding chapters with particular attention paid to the Galilean satellites and the magnetic
field and its interactions with the planet and its satellites. Appendixes deal with the measurement of latitude and longitude on images of the planet and with
the datasets available from a variety of sources for
each apparition.
This is a comprehensive book that will be a standard source for a long time. It shows clearly that the
time dimension must be an important aspect of our
thinking about Jovian dynamics. Jupiter is not always
like it is today. This is also a beautiful book that will
be admired by anyone interested in the solar system.
Since the astronomical convention with the image
inverted is used throughout the figures and discussion,
readers who are used to the meteorological convention would do well to orient themselves by studying
the many fine plates before attempting to read the detailed descriptions.
In the end, this reviewer was left with a strong sense
of how little we really understand Jupiter. Given the
kinetic energy density of the winds responsible for the
visible could drifts, plausible sophisticated models of
geophysical turbulence have produced multiple jets
and stable eddies like those observed. But we do not
yet know why the kinetic energy density is what it is,
why it is less than on the other three giant planets, or
why the equatorial winds are strongly prograde on
both Jupiter and Saturn. We remain ignorant about the
deep dynamics or the extent to which the surface wind
systems correspond to deep or superficial features and
about the relative roles of internal versus solar heatVol. 77, No. 3, March 7 9 9 6
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ing in driving the winds. Since we are uncertain about
the water vapor abundance below the cloud tops, we
are not even sure whether latent heat release is important or trivial for the dynamics, although by the
time you read this, we may have important information on the water vapor abundance and distribution
from the Galileo atmospheric entry probe. Even so,
most of these questions are likely to remain with us
for a long time.—Conway B. Leovy.
Conway B. Leovy is a professor in the Department
of Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Washington, Seattle.

of this chapter is devoted to flux estimation and statistical techniques for process and inventory studies.
Chapter 3 discusses trace gas exchange across the
air-water interface in freshwater and coastal marine
environments. This chapter deals with diffusive and
turbulent transfer and includes extensive mathematical formulas.
Chapter 4 addresses trace gas exchange in freshwater and coastal marine environments by ebullition
and transport by plants. The authors point out that
ebullition and transport by plants can vary significantly in their relative importance to trace gas transfer. Differences in transfer mechanisms and emission
rates for emergent and submerged aquatic plants are
discussed. Emissions of CH , sulfui} gases, NH , and
nonmethane hydrocarbons are discussed.
Micrometeorological techniques for measuring biosphere-atmosphere trace gas exchange are presented
in chapter 5. The importance of length scale and its
effects on atmospheric turbulence in the surface and
mixed layers are emphasized throughout this chapter.
Flux measurement techniques are categorized as eddy
correlation, eddy accumulation, gradient and difference, and indirect techniques including Bowen ratio,
variance and dissipation, and mass balance. The author describes a technique known as intermittent sampling, which relaxes the sampling requirements for the
eddy flux measurements when available instrumentation is too slow for direct flux measurement. A section on platform-specific techniques and instruments
identifies trade-offs in the use of ground-based, aircraft, and remote technologies for measuring and deriving fluxes of trace gases in the biosphere-atmosphere.
Standard analytical methods for measuring trace
gases in the environment is the topic of chapter 6. This
chapter deals with low molecular weight volatile compounds, which have geochemical cycles that are
strongly biologically mediated such as CH , N 0, CO,
C0 , and (CH ) S. The authors discuss gas chromatography (GC) in detail as a sensitive and versatile
analytical tool. Chemical and optical methods are also
presented for specific chemical analyses where appropriate. The level of presentation is appropriate for introduction to GC, chemical, and optical methods.
Chapter 7 discusses the measurement of chemically
reactive trace gases at ambient concentrations. The
author emphasizes the importance of instrument validation and evaluation for comparing observation and
theory and merging information from separate field
studies and networks to derive spatial gradients and
4

Biogenic Trace Gases: Measuring
Emissions
from Soil and Water. P. A. Matson and R. C. Harriss,
Eds. 1995. 386 pp. $49.95. Paperbound. Blackwell
Science. ISBN 0-632-03641-9.

This book addresses methods to evaluate sources,
sinks, and fluxes of biogenic trace gases. Although
trace gas exchange in the biosphere-atmosphere is
important to global (climate) change processes, relevant studies are relatively new. The purpose of this
book within the Methods in Ecology series is to provide an authoritative reference of available technologies and techniques and their advantages and disadvantages.
Multiple approaches to measurement and analysis
of trace gas exchange in an ecosystem context are
discussed in chapter 1. This chapter identifies the
scope of the following chapters and summarizes important differences in technologies and techniques for
measuring trace gas fluxes produced primarily from
microbial processes in sediments, soils, and surface
waters. Discussion focuses on CH , C0 , N 0, NO,
NH , and some sulfur gases. The authors discuss the
Arctic Boundary Layer Experiment (ABLE-3A) as a
good example of a multidisciplinary, multiapproach
study of trace gas (CH ) exchange between the biosphere and the atmosphere.
Chapter 2 describes applications and sources of
errors in an enclosure-based measurement of trace gas
exchange. The exchange processes are categorized as
molecular diffusion, advective transport, transport
affected by soil water, and vegetative transport. The
authors discuss nonvented and vented enclosures and
their appropriateness for steady-state and nonsteadystate conditions. Enclosure construction and deployment methods are well documented. The remainder
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long-term trends. The author discusses 1) the fate in
the atmosphere and 2) measurement techniques for
oxides of nitrogen and their oxidation products, NH 3 ,
CO, sulfur compounds, and 0 3 ; five tables are included that reference measurement techniques for
each group of chemical compounds. The author states
on page 217 that the average flux of NO inferred from
enclosure measurements and the simultaneous collocated measurement by the gradient method agrees well
(see Table 7.1 on page 219), but the standard errors
were quite large (0.49±0.28 vs 0.50±0.36).
Recent advances in spectroscopic instrumentation
for measuring stable gases in the natural environment
are described in chapter 8. The authors stress the revolutionary changes in real-time measurement of stable
gases resulting from developments in optics, electronics, and computerization. Discussion centers on CO,
C0 2 , N^O, NH 3 , CH 4 , simple nonmethane hydrocarbons, and reduced sulfur species but also refers to
oxidative atmospheric trace species. The authors review four types of measurements: 1) infrared (IR)
adsorption by tunable lasers, 2) IR adsorption using
Fourier transform IR, 3) ultraviolet/visible laser
photofragmentation/fluorescence spectroscopy, and 4)
advanced, field portable mass spectrometer systems.
Uses of isotopes and tracers in the study of emission and consumption of trace gases in terrestrial environments are summarized in chapter 9. Isotopes of
H, C, N, and O are discussed, including production
processes and sampling requirements. The use of deliberate tracers SF6 and CCIF 3 and naturally occurring
222
Rn to document the diffusion of gases from soil is
described.
Microbial processes of production and consumption of nitric oxide, nitrous oxide, and methane are
discussed in chapter 10. The authors emphasize function groups rather than species of microorganisms to
reflect the common modes of metabolism. They describe the functional groups and processes of denitrification, nitrifying bacteria, chemonitrification, CH 4
production, and CH 4 oxidation. They also discuss
sources and sinks of NO, N 2 0, and CH 4 . Laboratory
assays for potential rates of microbial activity and field
measurement of related chemical and physical properties of the soil are discussed.
Chapter 11 describes process modeling and spatial
extrapolation. The authors discussed models developed through a set of coupled processes including
substrate production, conversion of substrate to a trace
gas or vice versa, and diffusion. Methods are presented for the spatial extrapolation of flux rates based
576

on weighted area averages of discrete classes of a set
of independent variables. The authors discuss functional responses and aggregation errors associated
with substrate availability, soil moisture, soil temperature, and soil pH. The authors indicate on pages 358359 that temporal extrapolation would be discussed,
but no such discussion was found in chapter 11.
Overall, the book addresses methods for measuring biogenic trace gas emissions from soil and water
at a level appropriate for students and scientists from
varied disciplines. There are 68 pages of up-to-date
references to facilitate the introduction of scientists
into appropriate interdisciplinary studies. The index
was extensive and accurate, but a glossary would have
also been useful. An indented style may have improved considerably the readability of bullet outlines
compared to that with the left-justified style. The authors, editors, and publisher have succeeded in preparing comprehensive technical coverage, a seamless
writing style, and clear and consistent figures. The
book is highly recommended for the reference library
of any student or established research scientist interested in biotic or abiotic factors associated with biogenic trace gas emission from soil or water.—John
Westbrook.
John Westbrook is a meteorologist
with the
Areawide Pest Management Research Unit of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Research Service at College Station, Texas. •
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